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Abstract
Objective.Dual energy computed tomography (DECT)has been shown to provide additional image
information compared to conventional CT and has been used in clinical routine for several years. The
objective of this work is to present aDECT implementation for a Small Animal Radiation Research
Platform (SARRP) and to verify it with a quantitative analysis of amaterial phantom and a qualitative
analysis with an ex-vivomousemeasurement.Approach. For dual energy imaging, two different
spectra are required, but commercial small animal irradiators are usually not optimized forDECT.We
present amethod that enables dual energy imaging on a SARRPwith sequential scanning and an
Empirical Dual Energy Calibration (EDEC). EDECdoes not require the exact knowledge of spectra
and attenuation coefficients; instead, it is based on a calibration. Due to the SARRP geometry and
reconstruction algorithm, the calibration is done using an artificial CT image based onmeasured
values. The calibration yields coefficients to convert themeasured images intomaterial decomposed
images.Main results.To analyze themethod quantitatively, the electron density and the effective
atomic number of amaterial phantomwere calculated and comparedwith theoretical values. The
electron density showed amaximumdeviation from the theoretical values of less than 5%and the
atomic number of slightlymore than 6%. For use inmice, DECT is particularly useful in
distinguishing iodine contrast agent frombone. Amaterial decomposition of an ex-vivomousewith
iodine contrast agent wasmaterial decomposed to show that bone and iodine can be distinguished and
iodine-corrected images can be calculated. Significance.DECT is capable of calculating electron
density images and effective atomic number images, which are appropriate parameters for
quantitative analysis. Furthermore, virtualmonochromatic images can be obtained for a better
differentiation ofmaterials, especially bone and iodine contrast agent.

1. Introduction

Dual energy imaging offers several advantages over conventional single energy CT (SECT) imaging. For
instance,material decomposed images and virtualmonoenergetic images can be calculated. In addition, dual
energy imaging provides structural information such as electron density or effective atomic number. Through
these dual energy images, a better differentiation ofmaterials can be achieved and quantitativemeasurements
can be performed. Preclinical cancer research involving high-precision irradiation ofmice is very common, but
nevertheless, research devices and clinical devices are still very different. For humanmedicine, different dual
energyCTdevices are already commercially available (Sellerer et al 2018). Here, dual energy imaging is used for
cardiovascular imaging, abdominal and oncological studies, among others (Agostini et al 2019). For preclinical
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cancer research, dual energy imaging is also very useful, but so far, there are no dedicated commercially available
dual energy imaging devices for image-guided irradiation ofmice.However, it could be shown that quantitative
DECT imaging is feasible for small animal irradiators with an integrated cone beamCT (CBCT) system (Schyns
et al 2016). Other previous work compared the effect of various image reconstruction techniques forDECT
(Vaniqui et al 2018). Different small animal irradiatiors have been developed, which combine imaging and
radiation treatment (Verhaegen et al 2011). One approachwas started by the JohnsHopkinsUniversity and
commercialized byXStrahl Ltd. (Walsall, UK) (Wong et al 2008): The SARRP can be used for image-guided
irradiations but also for tumor observation and follow-upCTs. For imaging, DECTprovides a better contrast
between differentmaterials and offers further processed images. Themouse treatment procedure is similar to
that for humans, but themouse is under anesthesia and so imaging, treatment planning and irradiation usually
take place in one session (Dobiasch et al 2017). To avoid frequent anesthesia, fewer fractions are generally
scheduledwith higher treatment doses. As the proportions ofmice and humans differ a lot, the radiation
treatment is performedwith kVphoton beams rather thanMVphoton beams (Verhaegen et al 2011). For dose
calculation, the SARRP treatment planning system assigns one offivematerials (air, lung,muscle, fat, bone) to
each voxel in theCT image. This segmentation is crucial for a proper dose calculation (Bazalova-Carter et al
2008). As soft tissue contrast onCT is very low, contrast agent is administered inmany cases. This canmistakenly
lead to segmentation as bone for contrast-enhanced tissue. Dual energy imaging could solve this problemby
providing corrected imaging values and so a correct segmentation for dose calculation (Vaniqui et al 2017).

2.Materials andmethods

2.1. General dual energy imaging
Dual energy imaging for clinical CT applications has already been developed byAlvarez andMacovski in the late
1970s (Alvarez andMacovski 1976). They presented a technique for obtaining complete energy dependent
information in aCT system. The attenuation coefficient, which depends on both thematerial and the energy, is
used to obtain this information. For anymaterial without aK-edge in the respective energy range, the
attenuation coefficientμ(x, y,E) at an energy E in a voxel (x, y) can be expressed as a linear combination of the
attenuation coefficients μ1,2 of two basismaterials 1 and 2:

x y E a x y E a x y E, , , , . 11 1 2 2( ) ( ) · ( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )m m m= +

The scalar factors a1,2 represent basismaterial images, which denote the volume fraction of the basismaterials
contributing to the total attenuation coefficient of themeasured object. The intent of dual energy imaging is to
obtain these basismaterial images a1,2. As in x-ray systems line integrals of the attenuation coefficient along the
beampath s


aremeasured, equation (1) is expressedwith the corresponding line integrals (Alvarez and

Macovski 1976):

x y E s p E p E, , d , 21 1 2 2( ) · ( ) · ( ) ( )ò m m m= +

where

p a x y s p a x y s, d and , d . 31 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( )ò ò= =

Accordingly to the basismaterial images a1,2, the line integrals p1,2 are called basismaterial projections. In order
to get the line integrals p1,2, theremust be two independentmeasurements with two different spectra (Alvarez
andMacovski 1976). The calculation of the basismaterial images a1,2 from the twomeasured attenuation data is
calledmaterial decomposition.Manymaterial decomposition algorithms require precise knowledge of either
the x-ray spectrumor the attenuation coefficient to calculate the basismaterial images. An approachwithout
these requirements is performing a calibrationwith polynomial functions (Cardinal and Fenster 1990,
Kappadath and Shaw 2003). In particular, we use amethod called EDEC fromStenner et al (Stenner et al 2007).
Thematerial decomposition converts the two polychromatic projections qlow (acquiredwith the low energy
spectrum) and qhigh (acquiredwith the high energy spectrum) into basismaterial projections p1,2:

p c b q q, , 41,2 1,2 low high· ( ) ( ) 
=

where c1,2


are coefficient vectors and b

are basis functions. The reconstruction of p1,2 yields the basismaterial

images a1,2 of equation (1):

a R p R c b q q c R b q q, , , 51,2
1

1,2
1

1,2 low high 1,2
1

low high( · ( )) · ( ) ( )   
= = =- - -

whereR−1 is the inverse Radon transform. The coefficient vectors c1,2


allow the conversion from the
polychromatic raw data into thematerial decomposed data. The purpose of EDEC is therefore the determination
of c1,2


. For our application, we used the EDECmethod as a basis and adapted it for our setup.
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2.2. Experimental setup
The dual energymeasurements were performed at a Small Animal RadiationResearch Platform (SARRP,
Xstrahl Ltd.,Walsall, UK), which is used for preclinical cancer research inmice. The SARRP can acquire CBCT
images, plan and perform radiation treatment. It is equippedwith an x-ray tube, aflat panel detector, a rotatable
stage andfilter equipment.

The x-ray tubewith a tungsten anode has two focal spots. For imaging the fine focuswith a focal spot size of
d= 1.0 mmand amaximum target power of 640W is used. Theflat panel detector XRD0822 (PerkinElmer
Inc.,Massachusetts) provides 1024× 1024 pixels with a native pixel size of 0.2 mm.With amagnification of
about 1.8 and the finest reconstruction protocol, an effective pixel size of 0.11 mmcan be achieved. The rotatable
stage is used tomount amouse bed or sample table. In contrast to clinical systems, themouse or sample is
rotated instead of source and detector (figure 1). The axis of rotation is the sagittal axis of themouse instead of
the longitudinal axis. Thismeans that during aCT acquisition the x-ray beampasses themouse through both the
short and long axis. By default, a 1 mmaluminum (Al)filter for imaging is available.

Our standard single energyCT (SECT) images ofmice at the SARRP are acquired at 60 kVwith 0.8 mA and
with the 1 mmAlfilter. For dual energy imaging, twowell separated x-ray spectra are necessary. A tube voltage of
50 kV for the low energy spectrum and a tube voltage of 100 kV for the high energy spectrum is used, both
filteredwith 1 mmAl (figure 2). The tube current is chosen according to the number of projections and the kind
ofmeasurement (materials/ex-vivo/in-vivo). For themeasurements onmice, the tube currents are chosen so
that the total dose of the twoDECTdata sets does not exceed the dose of SECT, but the same or a higher image
quality is achieved. In addition, theDECT images containmore information than SECT images.

2.3.Dual energy calibration
2.3.1. Calibration phantom
The aimof the dual energy calibration is to obtain the coefficient vectors c1,2


from equation (4). Therefore, a

calibration phantomwithwell known basismaterials is needed. Two characteristics of the calibration phantom
must bewell considered for the calibration on the SARRP: thematerials of the phantom and the geometrywith
its dimensions. Since dual energy imaging in our facility is intended for treatment planning inmice, basis
materials with attenuation properties comparable to those inmice are used. For this purpose, polyoxymethylene
(POM) and polyvenylchloride (PVC) are suitable, as thesematerials behave very similar to soft tissue and bone.
We perform the dual energy calibrationwith two cylindersmade of the two basismaterials POM (index 1) and
PVC (index 2). The cylinder diameters have to be chosen carefully with respect to the imaging task. On the one
hand, the cylinders should cover all possible path lengths which can occur in themeasured sample. Formouse
measurements at SARRP, the longest path length is defined by the length of themouse. The cylinder diameter is
therefore determined by the composition of themouse along the longitudinal axis. Approximately, this would
result in 8 cm soft tissue (replacedwith POM) and 2 cmbone (replacedwith PVC). On the other hand, the
cylinders should be small to avoid beamhardening artifacts. For a calibration phantomwith 8 cmPOMand
2 cmPVC, hardly any photons reach the detector behind the thickest parts. Since the shape of amouse
approximates an elongated ellipse instead of a circle, the case where only a few photons hit the detector occurs
only from a few angles for amouse.With thick, round samples such as the calibration cylinders, however, this is
the case from all angles, so that the reconstruction does not provide reliable values. To handle this conflict, the

Figure 1. SARRP in imagingmode. The x-ray tube and the detector are in afixed position, themouse is placed in the prone position on
amouse bed. InCT imaging, themouse is rotated horizontally, i.e. the x-ray beampasses through the entire length of themouse from
some angles and through the short axis fromother angles.
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real calibrationmeasurement is combinedwith an artificially created image, where the diameters can be varied
as needed. For the calibrationmeasurement, a POMcylinder with a diameter of 4 cm and a PVC cylinder with a
diameter of 1 cmwere chosen. These two dimensions refer to themean dimensions of soft-tissue and bone in the
mouse projections.

2.3.2. Calibrationmeasurement and creation of artificial CT images
The two cylinders and awater-filled tube are placed side by side and aCT is acquiredwith each of the two spectra
(figure 3 ‘Measurement’). Thewater-filled tube is necessary, because the SARRP scales the CT values v in the
range of 0 to 215− 1, causing that the samematerial has different values in differentmeasurements. Therefore,
the obtainedCT images are first converted toHounsfield units (HU) (figure 3 ‘HU Images’) using theCT values
of thewater-filled tube vwater and the surrounding air vair:

Figure 2.Dual energy spectra. To achieve twowell separated spectra, two different tube voltages (50 kV and 100 kV)with the standard
1 mmAlfilter are used. The spectra were calculated using the TASMIP algorithm (Boone and Seibert 1997), with the two spectra
scaled such that the total photon number is equal.

Figure 3.Creation of artificial CT images based on realmeasurements. TwoCT images of the calibration phantom and awater-filled
tube are acquiredwith the low and the high energy spectra. They are converted intoHounsfield units and themean values of both basis
materials are put into an artificial CT image.With a Radon transformation, sinograms of the artificial CT images are obtained.
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From theHU images of themeasurement,mean values of the basismaterials are extracted for both, the low and
the high energy data set.

In the next step, two artificial images are created, one for the low and one for the high energy data set. These
images shall imitate one slice of a calibrationmeasurement, inwhich a large POMand a smaller PVC cylinder are
placed next to each other. The images therefore contain two circles each, one for POMand one for PVC,which
are placed next to each other andwhosemean values corresponds to theHUvalues for the low energy and high
energy spectrum, respectively (figure 3 ‘Art. Images’). Since the values come from themeasuredCT images of the
SARRP, the influences of the spectrum and the detector response are reflected in the artificially generated
images. In contrast to themeasurement, the diameter of the circles can be freely varied. Since themouse has
muchmore soft tissue than bone, the POMcircle diameter covers about 50%of the imagewidth and PVC covers
about 25%. The image size of the artificial imageswas set to 500× 500 pixels and originated from the image size
of the reconstructions from the SARRPwhich vary typically between 433 and 465 pixels depending on the
reconstruction protocol.With 500 pixels the original image size is slightly exceeded and the calibration can be
used for the different protocols.

2.3.3. EDECwith the artificial CT images
Using a Radon transformationRwith 801 angles in parallel beamgeometry, the artificial images are forward
projected into sinograms (qlow and qhigh,figure 3 ‘Sinograms’). The number of angles is derived from the
Nyquist–Shannon theorem,which states that at least 500 px · π/2 angles= 785 angles are needed for a good
reconstruction (Kharfi 2012). Of course, it is possible to calibrate with larger image dimensions andmore angles,
but this requiresmore computation power and time. The sinograms are then processed into 25 basis sinograms
using polynomials:

b q q q q, , 7n
k l

low high low high
( ) · ( )=

with k= 0,K, 4; l= 0,K, 4 and n= k · 5+ l as proposed by Stenner et al (Stenner et al 2007). The range of the
parameters k and l could be varied, but a high numberwould lead to long computing times and a lownumber
could cause quality loss. A calibrationwith our parameters takes about three tofiveminutes.

In the next step, the basis sinograms are backprojected (inverse Radon transformR−1 with 801 angles in
parallel beamgeometry) and one obtains 25 basis imagesR−1bn.With the prior knowledge about the calibration
phantom twomasks can be created, namely the template t1,2(x, y) and theweight w(x, y) (figure 4). The template
mask is created for each of the two basismaterials and has the value 1 for regionswith POMor PVCand value 0
everywhere else. As our calibration is done on an artificial CT image, the template is identical with the circle of
eachmaterial. Theweightmask avoids uncertainties due to the point spread functions which occur at the edges
of amaterial. Theweightmask has the value 1, whenever it is certain, that a voxel contains only POM, PVCor air.
Otherwise, it is zero. Amargin of 2 pixels from the edges of the basismaterials turned out to be advisable.

Themasks and the basis images are used to determine the coefficients c1,2


of equation (4). Each coefficient
vector c1,2


has a total number of 25 coefficients, which results in total in 50 unknown coefficients. The coefficient

vectors c1,2


can be found byminimizing the least square deviationχ2 between the linearly combined basis
images c R bn1,2

1· - and the template images t1,2(x, y). Theweight w(x, y) is used to suppress unwanted structures
thatwould affect the optimization (Stenner et al 2007):

Figure 4.Calibrationmasks. The templatemasks define the regions of the basismaterials and contain only one basismaterial. The
weight image takes point spread functions into account and indicates whether the content of a pixel is exactly knownor not.
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w x y c R b x y t x y x y, , , d d . 8n
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1,2
1

1,2
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The optimization process is visually demonstrated infigure 5. Themathematical details are described in the
publication of Stenner et al (Stenner et al 2007).

2.4.Dual energymeasurement
Once the calibration is complete and the coefficients are available, the actual dual energymeasurements can be
processed intomaterial images. The steps are very similar to the calibration: the sample ormouse and a
containerwithwater aremeasuredwith the same two spectra as in the calibration. Subsequently, the obtained
CT raw data are converted intoHUand the sinograms qlow and qhigh are calculated. The sinograms are passed
through the basis functions (equation (7)) and one obtains 25 basis sinograms bn. Up to this point, everything is
identical to the calibration. Now, instead of reconstructing the 25 basis sinograms, the basismaterial projections
p1,2 are directly calculatedwith the calibration coefficients like in equation (4). Afterwards the two obtained basis
material projections are reconstructed into basismaterial images a1,2 (equation (5)). If themeasured sample
contains POMor PVC, the basismaterial images can be used for an initial checkwhether the calibration
coefficients and the decomposition of the rawdata are correct (expected values for POMandPVCof 1 and 0 in
the respective basismaterial images).

2.5. Further processingmethods
Once thematerial images are available, they can be used for further calculations. For diagnostic purposes, virtual
monochromatic images (VMIs) are of great value. For structural information, thematerial images can also be
used to calculate the electron density ρel and the effective atomic numberZeff (Sellerer et al 2019).

2.5.1. Virtualmonochromatic images
Truemonochromatic images are the result of imagingwith amonochromatic x-ray beam, typically at a particle
accelerator. For polychromatic x-ray beams, as found in the SARRP and in clinical applications, thematerial
images allow the calculation of VMIs at a selectable photon energy E0 using equation (1):

x y E a x y E a x y E, , , , , 90 1 1 0 2 2 0( ) ( ) · ( ) ( ) · ( ) ( )m m m= +

where a1,2(x, y) are the basismaterial images andμ1,2(E0) the attenuation coefficients of the basismaterials at the
photon energy E0. The energy E0 can be chosen according to the desired information: a lowerE0 results in a
better soft tissue contrast; a higherE0 produces a lower noise image.

Figure 5. Linearly combined basis images and the template images. The 25 basis images R−1bn calculatedwith the coefficients c1,2


are
optimizedwith a least square deviation to yield the weighted template imagesw(x, y) · t1,2(x, y).
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2.5.2. Electron density images
The electron density is the basis of algorithms for precise dose calculation in radiation treatment planning. It can
be extracted from the basismaterial images a1,2(x, y) byweighting themwith the electron densities ρel,1,2 of the
basismaterials (Zhang et al 2018):

x y a x y a x y, , , . 10el 1 el,1 2 el,2( ) ( ) · ( ) · ( )r r r= +

2.5.3. Effective atomic number images
Aheterogeneousmaterial consists of a number of elements in different proportions. For the purposes of x-ray
attenuation it can be described as afictitious elementwith an effective atomic number Zeff (Murty 1965). The
effective atomic number for amaterial of known composition can be calculated by

Z m Z , 11eff 1,2 1,2
33 · ( )å=

whereZ1,2 is the atomic number of the respective basismaterial andw1,2 its fractionalmass. The basismaterial
images a1,2(x, y) allow the calculation ofmass fraction imagesm1,2:

m x y
a x y

a x y a x y
,

,

, ,
121,2

1,2 1,2

1 1 2 2

( )
( ) ·

( ) · ( ) ·
( )

r

r r
=

+

with themass densities ρ1,2 of the basismaterials. Thus, an effective atomic number image can be calculatedwith

Z x y m x y Z m x y Z, , , , 13eff 1 1
3

2 2
33( ) ( ) · ( ) · ( )= +

whereZ1,2 are the atomic numbers of the basismaterials.

2.6.Material phantom and ex-vivomeasurements
2.6.1.Material phantom
In conventional images, differentmaterials can look very similar.Wemeasured a cylindricalmaterial phantom
to show the improvements for visualmaterial differentiation and investigated the quantitative accuracy of our
dual energymethod. The cylindricalmaterial phantomhas a diameter of 3 cm and consists of a 3Dprinted
cylindermade of polylactide (PLA)with different inserts. Frombottom to top, the cylinder inserts are liquid
water (H2O), PVC, POM, aluminum (Al), graphite (C) andmagnesium (Mg). On top, an artificial bone
equivalent plastic cylinder (CIRS 062MA-07 fromCIRS Inc., Norfolk, USA) is placed. It consists of an
800 mg cm−3 hydroxyapatite core (bone equivalent) and awater equivalent plastic surrounding.With the low
energy spectrum (50 kV, 2.0 mA, 1 mmAlfilter) and the high energy spectrum (100 kV, 0.2 mA, 1 mmAlfilter),
twoCT images of the phantomwere acquired, eachwith 720 different angles and a total dose of 15.8 cGy. The
obtainedCT imageswere decomposed into POMandPVCbasismaterial images. Then, the basismaterial
imageswere used to calculate VMIs (equation (9)), an electron density image (equation (10)) and an effective
atomic number image (equation (13)). In principle, VMIs aswell as the electron density and effective atomic
number images are suitable for quantitative analysis. Due to themanufacturing process, the exact compositions
for POMandPVC, especially the chlorine content in PVC, can vary. This affects the attenuation coefficient and
we cannot workwith the actual, but only with nominal values. Thus, the quantitative analysis of theVMI is not
meaningful at this point. Since the electron density and the effective atomic number are less affected, a
quantitative evaluation of themethod can be donewith these two quantities.

2.6.2.Ex-vivomousemeasurements
As the SARRP ismainly used for irradiation ofmice, the presentedmethodwas also evaluatedwith an ex-vivo
mousemeasurement. The advantage of dual energy imaging in amouse is best demonstratedwith bones and
iodine contrast agent.

For the dose calculation, one offivematerials (air, lung,muscle, fat, bone) has to be assigned to each voxel in
theCT image in the SARRP treatment planning system.Without dual energy images, bones and iodine can
hardly be distinguished and the dose calculation algorithm for treatment planningwould count iodine
absorbing organs as bones. As the contrast agent ismetabolized during the time needed for treatment planning,
wrong dose distributions would be calculated. Therefore, the examiner at the SARRPhas to correct the values of
the iodine absorbing organs by hand.Due to theK-edge of iodine at 33 keV, the equations from section 2.1
cannot be solved properly with a POMandPVCbasis. The quantitative values for iodine are therefore not
correct. Nevertheless, our dual energy images provide additional qualitative information and can help to identify
areaswith iodine, extract them and substitute the iodine value automatically with a nominal soft-tissue value.

Wemeasured a deadmouse, whichwas placed in formalin. In a small capsule, an iodine solutionwas
preparedwithwater and the x-ray contrast agent Imeron 300 mgml−1 (Bracco ImagingGmbH,Konstanz,
Germany). The iodine concentration is chosen like it would be in the blood of a livingmouse during aCT (about
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15 mgml−1). The iodine capsule is placed near the body between the front paws of themouse. Themousewas
scanned on a holder of PLA and a smallmaterial phantomwith POM,PVC, andwater was placed on top to verify
the correctmaterial decomposition. The low energy spectrum is the same as above (50 kV, 2.0 mA and 1mmAl
filter). For the high energy spectra the tube current was reduced (100 kV, 0.1 mA, 1 mmAlfilter). For each CT,
1440 projectionswere recorded. Afterwards, the obtained rawdata sets were decomposed into basismaterial
images of POMandPVC, and the electron density and aVMI at 100 keVwas calculated.

3. Results

3.1.Material phantommeasurements
The low energy image (50 kVp) and the calculatedDECT images are shown infigure 6. The two basismaterial
images showmore noise than the low energy images, but yield an improved visual differentiation of the
materials. For instance, whilemagnesium and PVC look very similar without furtherwindowing in the low
energy image 50 keV, a clear distinction is possible in the POM image.

For the quantitative analysis, themean values in an area of 10x10 pixels in the center of the cylinder along the
cylinder axis are plotted (figure 7). Theoretical values fromNIST (Hubbell and Seltzer 1995), ICRUReport 44
(White et al 2016), and themanufacturer specification on the bone density plugwere used for comparison.

For the electron densities the relative deviations are all below 5%. Themean error is 2.6%. The value of bone
is of particular interest, because the electron density is precisely known. Apart from the calibrationmaterials
POM (+0.1%) and PVC (−0.9%), the best value can be achieved herewith an error of+2.3%.

Figure 6.Dual energy images of amaterial phantom. In contrast to the polychromatic CT image (a), the basismaterial images of
POM (b) and PVC (c) allow a better differentiation of thematerials. The virtualmonochromatic image at 40 keV (d), the electron
density image (e) and the effective atomic number image (f) are calculated from the basismaterial images.
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For the effective atomic number themean error is 2.4%, but the singlematerials show slightly higher relative
deviations up to 6.2%. For both, electron density and atomic number, the highest errors occur formagnesium
and graphite.

3.2.Ex-vivomousemeasurements
The dual energy images of themouse are shown infigure 8. In the polychromatic images, bone and the iodine
capsule show very similarHUvalues. In the POMbasis image, themost significant difference is found as bone
appears dark and iodine is the lightest of all tissue types. The PVC image does not contribute significantly to a
better differentiation. Since the electron density image and theVMI are calculated from the basismaterial
images, they both provide a noticeable difference between bone and iodine.

For iodine-corrected images, the different dual energy images are processedwith thresholding to extract the
iodine. In afirst step, a threshold is applied to the low/high energy images to get only the bones and regionswith
iodine uptake. To distinguish between bone and iodine, another threshold is applied to thematerial
decomposed images resulting in amap of high iodine uptake regions. All included pixels are set to a nominal
tissue value. The benefit of the resulting iodine corrected images is a correct segmentation.

Regionswith iodine can be extractedwell without further segmentationmethods. At the transition between
regionswith andwithout iodine, a few pixels remain assigned incorrectly. These can either be assignedmanually
in the treatment planning software or neglected. Since small residues of the contrast agent are usually still to be
found in these regions, the real situation is consistent with a few uncorrected pixels in the iodine corrected
images.

4.Discussion

For dual energy imaging at the SARRP a dual energy calibrationwas established. The originally proposed EDEC
(Stenner et al 2007)does notwork on the SARRPwithout adaptation because the SARRP internally scales the
values of its projections and reconstructed images in an unknownway. In addition, the SARRP geometrymakes
it difficult to select appropriate dimensions for the calibration cylinders. Theworkaroundwith an artificial CT

Figure 7.Electron density and effective atomic number accuracy. The electron density and the effective atomic number calculated
from the basismaterial images are comparedwith the theoretical values for the differentmaterials. The average values in an area of
10× 10 pixels in the center of the cylinder are plotted along the cylinder axis. The relative deviations from the theoretical values are
significantly below 10% for allmaterials. The nominal valueswere taken fromNIST (Hubbell and Seltzer 1995), ICRUReport 44
(White et al 2016) and themanufacturer specification on the bone density plug.
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imagewith values from a realmeasurement not only enables the use of a simple calibration but also allows us to
choose the size of the calibration phantom to our needs.

It should bementioned that the size of the calibration phantom in the artificial image has an influence on the
material decomposition. The coefficient vector entries change significantly by changing the cylinder size. In
simulations, it could be shown that the diameters of POMandPVC in the artificial CT images should cover at
least the longest path length through the actual sample in theCT images. Figure 9 shows the influence of the
calibration size on thematerial decomposition formeasurements on phantoms of different sizes. The calibration
was performedwith 40 mmPOMand 10 mmPVC.Different combinations of POMandPVC cylinders were
used for themeasurement, some smaller than the calibration phantom and some larger than the calibration
phantom. In the present figure, only the POMmaterial image is shown, which is calculated during thematerial
decomposition. If themeasured phantom is smaller than or equal to the calibration phantom, an accurate
material decomposition is possible. The larger themeasured phantom then becomes, themore artifacts can be
observed in thematerial decomposition. In summary, calibrations with an oversized calibration phantom can
decompose smaller samples ofmaterial effortlessly, whereas strong artifacts occurwith undersized calibration
cylinders. For very high absorbingmaterials like titanium, other calibrationmaterials with a higher attenuation
coefficient should be chosen.

Our SARRP shows very stableHUvalues over severalmonths in quality assurancemeasurements, andwe
assume that the calibration remains equally stable. It is therefore not necessary to perform a calibration before
eachmeasurement. To ensure that the calibration and thematerial decomposition are still correct, two small
cylinders of POMandPVC (diameter of 1 cm), aremeasuredwith our samples.With their values in thematerial
images, the stability can be verified.

We are aware that by converting themeasuredCT images into sinograms, additional artifacts could be
induced compared toworkingwith the actual projections. Nevertheless we take this approach because we still
want to reconstruct with the reconstruction software of the SARRP, which cannot deal with the calculated basis

Figure 8.Dual energy images of an ex-vivomousewith an Iodine capsule. The polychromatic CT images are acquiredwith the low (a)
and the high energy (b) spectrum. The decomposed basismaterial images of POM (c) and PVC (d) are used to calculate the electron
density image (e) and the virtualmonochromatic image at 100 keV (f). The dual energy images allow a better differentiation of the
capsule with iodine solution (orange arrow) from the bone structures (white arrows) than the polychromatic images.
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material projections properly. However, ourmethod is basically able to directly compute themeasured
projections instead of sinogramswhen using a custom reconstruction software. In this case, itmust be noted that
the SARRP acquires the projections from slightly different angles for eachmeasurement. If the projection angles
of the twoDECTdata sets differ toomuch, the respective images should be excluded from the reconstruction.

The dual energy images of thematerial phantom showmore noise in the basismaterial images than the
conventional image. This could be due to the forward and back projection and also the algorithm itself. As both
images are used for theVMI, the electron density image and the effective atomic number image, the noise
cancels out and the images lookmore homogeneous. In the effective atomic number image, air looks quite
irregular. As both basismaterial images have a value around zero for air, the denominator of equation (12) is
almost zero and the values for the fractionalmass in air are not reliable. To avoid the distraction of the user, air
values can be set to zero. In the presentedmethod, the electron density image and the effective atomic number
image are calculated from the basismaterial images using the equations (10) and (13). The accuracy of ρel andZeff
therefore depends strongly on the exact knowledge of the electron density and effective atomic number of the
basismaterials. Althoughwe only used nominal values in the present work, we achievedmean relative errors of
the electron density and the effective atomic number of 2.6% for ρel and 2.4% forZeff, respectively. A previously
published paper investigated the electron density and the effective atomic number of amaterial phantomusing
different low energy and high energy spectra combinationswith a total dose of 86 cGy (Vaniqui et al 2018).
There, relative errors of 0.8% for ρel and 1.6% forZeff could be reached, though applying a completely different
approachwith fitting curves (Saito 2012, Landry et al 2013). The accuracy of ourmethod could be improved by
using other basismaterials like tissue equivalent plastic with exactly known electron density and effective atomic
number.However, our errors are considered acceptable for our purposes.

When implementingDECT at the SARRP, the dose has to be considered. In particular, the dose of
conventional imaging should not be exceeded. To achieve this, the number of projection angles is changed
compared to conventional imaging. For our results, we decreased the number of angles equally for both spectra

Figure 9.Effect on thematerial decomposition for a too small/too large calibration phantom. A calibrationwas performedwith
40 mmPOMand 10 mmPVC. For themeasurement, differently sized POMandPVC cylinders were placed side by side. The sizes are
given by the column and row labels respectively. The POMbasismaterial images show an accuratematerial decomposition for
measurement samples smaller than or equal to the calibration phantom size, butmore andmore artifacts occur for bigger
measurement sample sizes.
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to decrease the dose. Our ongoing research shows that the number of projections can also be different for the two
spectra. If the number of projections is further reduced for the low energy spectrum, the remaining dose can be
used formore projections with the high energy spectrum.Depending on the application, thismight be
interesting for the user if very small structures are to be resolved.

The dual energy images of themouse can help the examiner to identify iodine. The right choice of the spectra
is essential for the differentiation of bone and iodine. Especially the POMbasis image and the electron density
allow an extraction of iodine using thresholds. The resulting correct segmentation contributes strongly to a
correct dose calculation.

5. Conclusions

In this work, we have demonstrated that dual energy imaging is feasible at a Small Animal RadiationResearch
Platform (SARRP)without changes in the setup. Because of the SARRP geometry and reconstruction algorithm,
dual energy imaging is done by using the Empirical Dual EnergyCalibration algorithmwith an artifical CT
image based onmeasured values. After calibration,material decomposed basismaterial images, virtual
monochromatic images, an electron density image and an effective atomic number image can be calculated from
two sequentially acquiredCTs.With these dual energy images, the differentiation ofmaterials could be
improved, whichwas explicitly shownwith bone and iodine contrast agent in an ex-vivomouse. The quantitative
evaluation of themethodwith amaterial phantomyielded a good agreement with the theoretical values. It could
be demonstrated that the segmentation and therefore the treatment planning process on a SARRP can be
improvedwith ourmethod.
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